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Introduction
This paper reports to Members on the progress of the main construction
works of the Shatin to Central Link (“SCL”) as at 31 March 2018.
Background
2.
SCL, with a total length of 17 kilometres, consists of the following two
sections –
(a)

Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section: this is an extension of the Ma On
Shan Line from Tai Wai via Southeast Kowloon to Hung Hom where
it will join the West Rail Line; and

(b) Hung Hom to Admiralty Section: this is an extension of the East
Rail Line from Hung Hom across the Victoria Harbour to Wan Chai
North and Admiralty.
3.
There are ten stations in SCL. Apart from bringing improvements to the
existing Tai Wai Station, the SCL project involves construction of new stations or
extension of existing stations at Hin Keng, Diamond Hill, Kai Tak, Sung Wong Toi,
To Kwa Wan, Ho Man Tin, Hung Hom, the Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre, and Admiralty. It is a territory-wide strategic railway project
(alignment layout at Annex 1). Admiralty Station and Ho Man Tin Station will
become integrated stations providing interchange service to passengers of SCL
and South Island Line (East)(“SIL(E)”), as well as passengers of SCL and Kwun
Tong Line Extension (“KTE”) respectively.
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4.
The entire SCL project is funded by the Government under the
“concession approach”. The MTR Corporation Limited (“MTRCL”) is entrusted
by the Government to carry out the construction of the project. On 18 February
2011, the Finance Committee of the Legislative Council approved the funding
applications for “63TR – Shatin to Central Link – construction of railway works –
advance works” and “64TR – Shatin to Central Link – construction of
non-railway works – advance works” with a total of about $7,700 million (in
money-of-the-day prices). Thereafter, the Government and MTRCL entered into
an agreement for entrusting to the latter the advance works of SCL at the expanded
Admiralty Station and Homantin Station while implementing SIL(E) and KTE
respectively. The advance works commenced in May 2011.
5.
Regarding the main works of SCL, the Finance Committee of the
Legislative Council approved the funding applications on 11 May 2012 for “61TR
– Shatin to Central Link – construction of railway works – remaining works” and
“62TR – Shatin to Central Link – construction of non-railway works – remaining
works” with a total of about $71,400 million (in money-of-the-day prices).
Thereafter, the Government and MTRCL entered into an agreement for entrusting
construction, testing and commissioning of the main works of SCL to the latter.
The entrustment cost concerned is about $70.8 billion. MTRCL has been
entrusted to provide management and monitoring service to the SCL project. The
main works commenced in July 2012. According to the agreement for the main
works of SCL, the original target commissioning date for the “Tai Wai to Hung
Hom Section” is December 2018 and the original target commissioning date for
the “Hung Hom to Admiralty Section” is December 2020.
6.
The Finance Committee of the Legislative Council approved the funding
application for increasing the Approved Project Estimate of 63TR by $847.7
million from $6,254.9 million to $7,102.6 million at its meeting on 17 June 2017
for the additional fund required by the Government for the SCL advance railway
works. The Approved Project Estimate for the entire SCL project is adjusted
upward from the original estimate of $79,800 million to $80,700 million1 (in
money-of-the-day prices).
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The Approved Project Estimate for the entire SCL project comprises (i) Protection Works (58TR
Shatin to Central Link – construction of railway works – protection works and 59TR Shatin to
Central Link – construction of railway works – protection works in Wan Chai Development Phase II)
of about $700 million (in money-of-the-day prices); (ii) Advance Works (63TR and 64TR) of about
$8,600 million (in money-of-the-day prices); and (iii) Main Works (61TR and 62TR) of about
$71,400 million (in money-of-the-day prices). The total is about $80,700 million.
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7.
The Government received the latest cost estimate of the main works of
the SCL project from the MTRCL on 5 December 2017. MTRCL indicated a
need of adjusting upward the entrustment cost of the main works of the SCL
project, from $70.8 billion to $87.3 billion, i.e. an increase of about $16.5 billion.
The Government is conducting a detailed review of the MTRCL's latest cost
estimate.
8.
MTRCL considered that the main reasons for the increase in construction
cost included the archaeological and conservation works at Sung Wong Toi Station,
the additional expenses due to delays in the handover of work sites at Wan Chai
north, and the station works required for allowing flexibility for the topside
development at Exhibition Centre Station. Since December last year when
MTRCL submitted the latest cost estimate of the main works of SCL project, the
Highways Department (“HyD”), in collaboration with the monitoring and
verification (“M&V”) consultant, have held several meetings with MTRCL, and is
reviewing rigorously the information given by the MTRCL. HyD will scrutinize
the assumptions and background of the estimates according to the usual practice
for government public works projects to ascertain whether there are sufficient
reasons for the estimate of the MTRCL. As the SCL project involves many
works contracts and the amount of information required detailed examination is
substantial, HyD had requested MTRCL to provide more information for its
detailed review. The detailed review concerned is still in progress. Upon
completion of the detailed review, the Government will apply for additional funds
from the LegCo to continue with the SCL works.
9.
According to the entrustment agreement, MTRCL is responsible for the
overall management of the SCL project.
The Government maintains a
mechanism to closely monitor the work of the MTRCL, which includes a Project
Supervision Committee (“PSC”) led by the Director of Highways (“DHy”). The
PSC holds monthly meetings to review the progress of the project and monitor the
procurement activities, post-tender cost control and resolution of contractual
claims. MTRCL submits monthly progress reports to the Highways Department
(“HyD”) to report the latest progress and financial position of the SCL project.
Moreover, HyD holds monthly Project Coordination Meetings and Project
Progress Meetings with MTRCL to monitor different aspects of the
implementation of the project and the progress, the handling of issues in relation
to design, construction and environmental fronts that may have potential impact to
the progress and programme of the SCL project, as well as the handling of
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interfacing issues with other projects. The HyD has also employed a M&V
consultant to assist in the monitoring work and undertake regular audits, advise the
HyD of any potential risk of delay and also offer comment to the HyD on the
appropriateness of MTRCL’s proposed delay recovery measures. The DHy
meets with the Secretary for Transport and Housing (“STH”) on a monthly basis
and submits reports to report the progress of the project. Where necessary, he also
reports to the STH any significant issue relating to the implementation of the
project.
Latest Progress of the Main Works
10.
The progress report of the SCL project as at 31 March 2018 submitted by
MTRCL is at Annex 2. Our analysis and supplement on the progress report are
provided below.

Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section
Shatin Section (Section of Railway between Tai Wai Station and Ma Chai Hang,
Wong Tai Sin, including Hin Keng Station and Modification of Station Platforms
of Ma On Shan Line)
11.
Building services works and electrical and mechanical (E&M) works at
Hin Keng Station and the connecting elevated and at grade tracks were completed
and the relevant system testing and statutory inspections continue. Construction of
the Emergency Vehicular Access outside the station, diversion works for the
underground utilities and road reinstatement works at Che Kung Miu Road are
underway. The progress is on schedule. Overhead lines at the track sections
between Hin Keng and Hung Hom stations were energised in January 2018 and
trial runs are being conducted for the dynamic tests of various systems.
Wong Tai Sin Section (Section of Railway between Ma Chai Hang, Wong Tai Sin
and Kai Tak, including Diamond Hill Station)
12.
Building services works and E&M works, in the Diamond Hill Station
and underneath Lung Cheung Road, of the two pedestrian adits connecting SCL
and the Kwun Tong Line are on schedule. Road reinstatement works at Lung
Cheung Road is in progress. Besides, the construction of the emergency access
point and the Public Transport Terminus at the junction of Wong Tai Sin Road
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and Sha Tin Pass Road continues. The construction of the Ventilation Building
at the former Ma Chai Hang Recreational Ground was substantially completed and
the relevant system testing and statutory inspections are in progress.
Kowloon City Section (Section of Railway between Kai Tak Station to Ho Man Tin
Station, including Sung Wong Toi Station (formerly named as To Kwa Wan
Station) and To Kwa Wan Station (formerly named as Ma Tau Wai Station))
Kai Tak Station
13.
The testing of the building services systems at Kai Tak Station
continued. The progress is on schedule.
Sung Wong Toi Station
14.
In accordance with the recommendation of the Environmental Impact
Assessment Report of SCL, MTRCL carried out the archaeological work at the
designated site area before the commencement of the construction of Sung Wong
Toi Station. Under the close supervision of the Antiquities and Monuments
Office (“AMO”), the independent archaeological team engaged by the contractor
of the SCL carried out the archaeological work between November 2012 and
December 2013.Over 500 coins mainly dated to the Song dynasty were discovered
while piling works were carried out at the location of the launching shaft for
tunnel boring machines. Upon the request and under the close supervision of
AMO, the independent archaeological team carried out the expanded
archaeological work at the launching shaft area in December 2013. A
square-shaped stone well of the Song-Yuan period and stone building remnants
(i.e. items 5 and 6 of the archaeological features at Annex 3) were discovered at
the south-western corner of the TBM launching shaft. Upon the request of AMO,
the archaeological work was further expanded to the entire works site of Sung
Wong Toi Station, which was finally completed in September 2014.
15.
To avoid affecting the archaeological works, MTRCL suspended the
construction works in the area where archaeological work was ongoing, except for
those relating to the archaeological excavation. It had caused a delay to the
progress of works. As a result, some labour, machinery and equipment of the
contractor had to be left idle. In order not to affect the remnants within the
archaeological work area, MTRCL had to alter the design and re-sequence the
construction of the launching shaft. HyD worked with MTRCL to explore
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measures to adjust the construction sequence, modify the original construction
method, and to devise a suitable revised scheme for the design of Sung Wong Toi
Station with a view to preserving the discoveries while minimising the impact on
the works.
16.
The Antiquities Authority (i.e. the Secretary for Development), after
considering the views of the Antiquities Advisory Board, the Legislative Council
and the Kowloon City District Council, decided on the conservation options on 8
December 2014 with most of the archaeological discoveries preserved in-situ.
The final report of the archaeological works for the SCL Sung Wong Toi Station
works site was submitted to and accepted by AMO in late June 2017. MTRCL has
handed over the archaeological findings to AMO progressively.
17.
As we stated in the papers submitted to this Subcommittee and the Panel
on Development in November 2014, due to the preservation in-situ of the
remnants at and in the vicinity of Adit C connecting the station and Pak Tai Street
(i.e. items 6 to 10 of the archaeological features at Annex 3), the entire alignment
of the adit would be seriously affected. It would be necessary to find a suitable
alternative alignment. MTRCL completed the demolition works of supporting
facilities within the area around the adit, previously reserved as a temporary works
site for the construction of the station and the railway tunnel, and is inviting
tenders from qualified companies for the archaeological investigation works to
facilitate the study for the alternative to Adit C and other feasible options for
connection to the station. The archaeological investigation work is anticipated to
commence in the third quarter of 2018 for the completion in the third quarter of
2019. In other words, Adit C connecting the station and Pak Tai Street would not
be completed at the same time as Sung Wong Toi Station. A temporary access at
grade would be required to connect the station entrance. In case no suitable and
cost-effective alternative alignment could be constructed eventually as a result of
further archaeological discoveries or other site constraints, residents in the vicinity
of Pak Tai Street could still use the existing pedestrian crossing facilities at Sung
Wong Toi Road to gain access to Sung Wong Toi Station (see Annex 4).
MTRCL is discussing with relevant departments the feasibility of adding an
at-grade crossing at a suitable location of Song Wong Toi Road for reducing the
walking distance between Pak Tai Street and the station entrance. Upon
completion of the preliminary study on the alignment and alternative scheme for
the Adit C, MTRCL will consult the Kowloon City district council and relevant
local community so as to ensure the alternative scheme is convenient and could
meet the public needs.
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18.
The construction works of Sung Wong Toi Station fully resumed in
March 2015. The structural works of the station roof was completed. The
fitting out works, building services works and E&M works inside the station are in
progress. The fitting out works at the station entrances is also in progress.
19.
MTRCL previously estimated that the archaeological works would result
in a minimum delay of at least 11 months and a minimum additional cost of about
$4.1 billion to the “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section” of SCL. In this connection,
HyD and its M&V consultant worked closely with MTRCL and provided
suggestions to enhance the delay recovery measures proposed by MTRCL, with a
view to mitigating part of the delay to the “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section”.
With the efforts of the construction team, the delay recovery measures
implemented at the “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section” is picking up the pace
progressively.
To Kwa Wan Station
20.
To Kwa Wan Station is an underground station beneath Ma Tau Wai
Road. The station is being constructed by a top-down method. To cater for the
construction of the station, the traffic diversion scheme implemented at a section
of Ma Tau Wai Road between Chi Kiang Street and Sheung Heung Road
continues. Since end 2016, phase 3 of the temporary diversion scheme
commenced and two southbound traffic lanes and two northbound lanes are being
provided in phases to replace the existing two southbound lanes and a single
northbound lane arrangement. With the new phase of temporary traffic diversion
implemented for the section of Ma Tau Wai Road between Lok Shan Road and
Chi Kiang Street in mid-September 2017, most of the section of Ma Tau Wai
Road affected by the SCL construction works are now operating in two-lane and
two-way mode. The fitting out works, building services works and E&M works
inside the station are in progress. Construction of the station entrances, ventilation
shaft and the watermain laying works at Ma Tau Wai Road is generally on
schedule.
Hung Hom Section (Section of Railway between Ho Man Tin Station and Hung
Hom Station, including the modification works of Hung Hom Station and
associated tunnelling works)
21.

Regarding the temporary traffic diversions along Chatham Road North
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implemented for the tunneling works at the Hung Hom Section, following the
completion of the works, the eastbound and westbound carriageways, and other
temporarily diverted slip roads have all been reinstated to its original alignment in
the end of 2017. E&M installation works adjacent to the railway track in the
tunnel of the section between Ho Man Tin Station and Hung Hom Station were
completed. For the tunnel section near Princess Margaret Road connecting the
East Rail Line and the new platforms of Hung Hom Station, track laying works
continues. The progress of the above works is generally on schedule. Besides,
construction of the SCL platform and structural works of the tunnel at Hung Hom
Station was completed. Building services and E&M works inside the station is
generally on schedule. System testing and statutory inspections by relevant
departments will be conducted progressively.
22.
Regarding the quality assurance problems for the tunnel joints at Hung
Hom Station, although MTRCL indicated that the incident would neither affect the
safety, integrity of the entire tunnel structure, nor affect the programme or cost of
the whole project, we expressed concern about the incident. According to the
Entrustment Agreements of the SCL project signed between the MTRCL and the
Government, the MTRCL shall carry out the design, construction, testing and
commissioning of the SCL, and ensure the tasks entrusted are conducted with skill
and supervision reasonably expected of a professional, including the requirement
to ensure that the quality of works meets the required standards. HyD requested
MTRCL to take remedial measures to rectify the substandard works and instructed
MTRCL to strengthen site supervision and monitor closely the progress of the
remedial works. Since the incident is related to the quality of construction works,
MTRCL and the contractor would handle compensation issue concerned according
to the contract provisions.

Hung Hom to Admiralty Section
Cross Harbour Section (Section of the tunnel across Victoria Harbour)
23.
The main works of the Cross Harbour Section continue. The construction
of the ventilation building near the shore at Hung Hom was in progress. To
facilitate the future placement of immersed tube tunnel (“IMT”) units, The trench
dredging works at the seabed of Victoria Harbour and the Causeway Bay Typhoon
Shelter (“CBTS”) was completed. The last immersed tube tunnel (IMT) unit was
successfully installed at Victoria Harbour in April 2018. Connection works of
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tunnel units at CBTS was in progress. The overall progress of the Cross Harbour
Section is generally on schedule.

Hong Kong Island Section (Section of Railway between Wan Chai North and
Admiralty Station, including Exhibition Centre Station(formerly named as
Exhibition Station))
24.
The excavation works of the TBM tunnels from CBTS to Exhibition
Centre Station were completed by the end of 2016. The reinstatement works on the
affected road sections and facilities, including the carriageway of Gloucester Road,
were completed in April 2018. The underground box culvert reinstatement works
was also completed in April 2018. The excavation of the up-track and
down-track TBM tunnel from Fenwick Pier Street to Admiralty Station was
successfully completed in May 2017 and November 2017 respectively. The
connection works between Admiralty Station and the tunnel was in progress. For
the cut and cover Western Approach Tunnels from the west of Exhibition Centre
Station to Fenwick Pier Street, the construction of the diaphragm wall was
completed in June 2017 and excavation works were in progress and the
construction works for a part of tunnel structure was on-going.
25.
The main works of Exhibition Centre Station are not only highly
complicated, but also involve a wide extent of sites. For instance, prior to the
construction of Exhibition Centre Station at the ex-Wan Chai North public
transport interchange, ex-Wan Chai swimming pool and the existing Harbour
Road Sports Centre, the re-provisioning works of these facilities had to be
completed before the demolition works take place. As there was a need to
maintain the services of the above facilities at their original locations before they
were re-provided at the new places, only limited site investigation works could be
carried out and the detailed site investigation works could only be conducted after
the new facilities are re-provided. As such, the geological conditions in these
areas remain uncertain and may subsequently affect the progress and the cost of
works. Furthermore, since parts of Exhibition Centre Station are located
underneath the busy and narrow roads in Wan Chai North, large scale temporary
traffic management schemes are required to be implemented in stages in order to
make rooms for the construction of Exhibition Centre Station. The limited space
has posed constraints on the planning of works, such as site arrangement, works
sequence and the associated integrated temporary traffic management schemes etc.
The diversion of Fleming Road box culvert and the congested underground
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utilities will also be required to facilitate the construction of Exhibition Centre
Station that runs across Fleming road. Prior to the works commencement, it was
not possible to close the said road to carry out trial trenches for verifying the
information provided by utility companies and relevant departments about the
number and location of the underground utilities there. In addition, the current
conditions of some of the utilities are unsatisfactory, hence repairing works are
required prior to the excavation works. These have increased the construction
difficulties and uncertainties, thereby posing certain risks to the works progress.
26.
The new Harbour Road Sport Centre (“HRSC”) was completed and
opened for public use in May 2017. After the demolition of the original HRSC,
MTRCL completed the pipe piling works and is carrying out bulk excavation
works. Results of the further ground investigation works at the original HRSC
showed that the actual rockhead level was higher than anticipated, and more rock
excavation was needed. MTRCL considered to change the rock excavation
method to blasting in second half of 2018 in order to avoid affecting the progress
of the works at Exhibition Centre Station. Blasting would commence only after
the issue of a Blasting Permit by the Mines Division of Geotechnical Engineering
Office. To reduce the impact of blasting on the surrounding areas, professional
engineering officers should ensure the ground was covered and blasting was
carried out under a confined environment.
27.
MTRCL implemented a new temporary traffic management scheme in
Wan Chai North in March 2018. The carriageway of Convention Avenue
(eastbound) was shifted northward, the bus stop was relocated westward and the
temporary footbridge at Convention Avenue connecting to Wan Chai Ferry Pier
was extended northward. To facilitate the re-provisioning of the footbridge at
Convention Avenue connecting to Wan Chai Ferry Pier, MTRCL was carrying out
the foundation works for the central pier of the permanent footbridge at
Convention Avenue. In order to facilitate the next stage of Exhibition Centre
Station construction and the remaining construction works of the footbridge at
Convention Avenue, the implementation of temporary traffic management
measures in stages at Wan Chai North will be continued.
28.
The bulk excavation at ex-Wan Chai North public transport interchange
and ex-Wan Chai swimming pool commenced in July and August 2017
respectively. Furthermore, diversion works of the underground box culvert at
Fleming Road completed in December 2017. The bulk excavation works for the
Exhibition Centre Station were in full swing.
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29.
MTRCL discovered three wartime unexploded ordnance (“UXO”) at the
works sites of the SCL project on 27 January, 31 January and 10 May 2018. The
first two locations (two UXOs) and the third location are the works site of the
former Wan Chai Swimming Pool and the former Harbour Road Sport Centre
respectively. The three UXOs were discovered by engineering site staff during
excavation works in accordance with the prudent works procedures. MTRCL
would continue adopting the prudent approach in carrying out the excavation
works to ensure the safety of the public and the engineering site staff. HyD
requested MTRCL to assess the time and cost implications arising from the
discovery of UXOs, and explore delay recovery measures to minimise the risk of
project delays.
30.
To allow flexibility for the construction of convention facilities above
Exhibition Centre Station, additional foundation and facilities at the station have
to be carried out. Hence, the construction of the station becomes more
complicated. Based on the currently available information on the geological
condition, it is initially estimated that this would result in a delay of at least 5
months for the construction of Exhibition Centre Station and an increase in
construction cost accordingly.
31.
Regarding the large metal object found on the seabed within the
reclamation area under Wan Chai Development Phase II (“WDII”), the reclaimed
land was originally planned to be handed over to the contractor of SCL at the end
of December 2016. As the discovery of the metal object had affected the
progress of reclamation works there, CEDD has endeavor to complete their works
there and handed over the relevant work sites to the SCL contractor in January,
February and July 2017 respectively. As compared with the original schedule,
the handover date of part of work sites was deferred by 7 months due to the impact
of the large metal object.
32.
In addition, as mentioned in previous progress reports, CEDD estimated
that the handover date of the associated critical work sites adjoining the junction
of Expo Drive East and Convention Avenue would be deferred by about 6 months.
CEDD had implemented measures to catch up with part of the works progress and
most of the work sites were handed over to MTRCL in accordance with the
original schedule. The original delay of 6 months for the handover dates of other
critical work sites was also shortened. HyD and MTRCL together with CEDD
have been exploring further measures to minimize the risk of delay to SCL as far
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as possible. In July 2017, CEDD has handed over a majority of the remaining
work site to the SCL contractor.
33.
To deal with a left-in pipe pile located at Fenwick Pier Street, MTRCL’s
contractor had carried out grouting works in the vicinity of the abandoned pile to
replace the construction of part of the diaphragm wall there. MTRCL completed
the decking construction and is carrying out bulk excavation works there.
MTRCL completed the construction of a flood protection wall at the western
approach tunnel under the atrium of the convention centre to cope with possible
flooding risk due to the changes in the continuous diaphragm walls as mentioned
above.
34.
MTRCL previously indicated that the “Hung Hom to Admiralty Section”
would incur a further delay of three months due to the modification works as
mentioned in paragraph 33 above and there would be an increase in construction
cost. HyD has requested MTRCL to submit further detailed information and is
working in collaboration with its M&V consultant to critically examine the impact
assessment by MTRCL. HyD has also requested MTRCL to proactively explore
measures to recover the progress so as to minimize the risks of construction delay.
35.
The target commissioning date of the “Hung Hom to Admiralty Section”
will remain in 2021. Besides, apart from the additional construction cost arising
from the need to allow flexibility for the convention facilities above Exhibition
Centre Station, the construction delay as a result of the deferred handover of work
sites and the measures mentioned in paragraph 33 may also lead to additional
construction cost.
Naming of railway lines after commissioning
36.
The Tai Wai to Hung Hung Hom Section under the SCL project, when
completed in mid-2019, will connect the existing West Rail Line (“WRL”) and
Ma On Shan Line (“MOL”). During the project implementation stage, this
Section, WRL and MOL have been simply referred to as the “East West Corridor”
(“EWC”). On the other hand, the Hung Hom to Admiralty Section under the
SCL project, when completed in 2021, will extend the existing East Rail (“EAL”)
to Admiralty Station on Hong Kong Island. During the project implementation
stage, this new Section has been referred to as the “North South Corridor” (“NSC”)
(see Annex 5).
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37.
However, both the east-west alignment and north-south alignment appear
in a number of railway lines. The references to the EWC and the NSC will be
confusing. Therefore, when the new railway sections are commissioned, it will
be more convenient to the public to adopt shorter names that comply with the
format of existing railway lines. Based on the characteristics of the railway line,
the EWC linking Tuen Mun and Ma On Shan, upon commissioning, will be
named as “Tuen Ma Line”, signifying the new railway connecting Tuen Mun and
Mun and Ma On Shan. As the NSC is to extend the existing EAL to Hong Kong
Island, the existing name of "East Rail Line" will continue for the entire railway
line after its commissioning.
Conclusion
38.
In view of the above assessments as mentioned in paragraphs 10 to 35
above, taking into account the delay of about 11 months to the “Tai Wai to Hung
Hom Section” of SCL arising from the archaeological works, archaeological
discoveries and conservation options for archaeological features at Sung Wong
Toi Station earlier on, the commissioning date of “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section”
is deferred to end 2019. HyD has been coordinating and overseeing the
construction of SCL so that MTRCL could try its best to recover some of the delay
to the “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section”. With the efforts of the construction team,
the delay recovery measures implemented at the “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section”
is picking up the pace progressively. Hence, the target commissioning date of
this section could be advanced to about mid-2019.
39.
Due to the impact of site handover arrangement of WDII and the
complicated underground condition at Exhibition Centre Station, as well as to
allow flexibility for the construction of new convention facilities above Exhibition
Centre Station, the target commissioning date of the “Hung Hom to Admiralty
Section” remains in 2021. HyD has also requested MTRCL to proactively
explore measures to recover the progress so as to minimize the risks on
construction delay. We will continue to coordinate and oversee the construction of
SCL so as to achieve the aforementioned revised target commissioning dates.
40.
SCL is a major underground infrastructure project of a considerable scale.
There are various difficulties and challenges encountered in the course of
construction. It is unavoidable that there are deviations from the original plan for
individual works contracts. MTRCL has adjusted its works procedures having
regard to the actual situation of work sites. Additional manpower and machinery
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have also been deployed in order to overcome the difficulties. The Government
will closely monitor the progress of works and the construction. It will also
assist MTRCL to resolve the problems encountered in the course of construction
as early as possible and conduct timely reviews of the commissioning programme
taking into account the latest situation of the works.
41.
The latest cost review of the main works of the SCL project submitted by
MTRCL in December 2017 indicated a need to increase the entrustment cost of the
main works of SCL by about $16.5 billion. HyD, in collaboration with the M&V
consultant, requested MTRCL to provide more information and continue to
critically scrutinise the estimate.
42.
Given the large scale of the SCL project, the number of major civil and
mechanical and electrical contracts exceeded 57. These contracts covered
various aspects of engineering such as foundation, geotechnical, tunnel drilling,
civil and structural engineering, electrical and mechanical as well as information
technology. As such, it took time to review the cost estimate. In addition, as
many contracts are still underway, it was necessary to assess the part of the cost
not yet settled on the basis of the current information, including close scrutiny of
the assumptions and background of the estimate concerned. HyD and its M&V
consultants thus needed more time to complete the detailed review. As it is
anticipated that the contingencies for the main works of the SCL would not be
sufficient to meet the additional costs of the main works, upon completing the
scrutiny of the additional costs, we will seek additional funding from the LegCo
for the continuation of the SCL works.

Transport and Housing Bureau
Highways Department
May 2018
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Annex 2

Legislative Council Panel on Transport
Subcommittee on Matters Relating to Railways
Progress Update of the Shatin to Central Link
(As at 31 March 2018)
INTRODUCTION
This report updates Subcommittee members on the progress of
Shatin to Central Link (“SCL”) as at 31 March 2018.
OVERVIEW OF THE SCL PROJECT
Cost and expenditure
2.
Since mid-2012, 27 major civil and 30 major electrical &
mechanical (“E&M”) contracts 1 , together with other minor contracts,
have been awarded with a total sum of $57.660 billion. The contract sums
for civil works and E&M works are about $43.758 billion and $13.902
billion respectively (Please refer to Enclosure I)
3.
Under the Entrustment Agreement for the SCL, the Government of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (“the Government”) is
responsible for funding the construction of the SCL. As previously
reported, currently the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section is expected to be
completed in mid-2019 and the Hung Hom to Admiralty Section, is
expected to be completed in 2021.
Cost control mechanism
4.
The Corporation attaches great importance to the monitoring and
cost control of railway projects. The Corporation has a robust governance
framework and a set of stringent procedures governing procurement,
contract administration and cost control of its projects, be it an ownership
project or a concession project.
1

Major civil contract/E&M contract refers to any individual contract with value above $50 million, and
includes Contract 11227 with a value of $49.8 million.

1

5.
Under the Entrustment Agreements for concession projects, the
Corporation is obliged to use the same management system and
procedures that are applicable to all other MTR projects. For concession
projects like the SCL project, there is also an independent rigorous
monitoring and verification system in place conducted by the concerned
Government authority and its consultants in addition to the Corporation’s
contract management and control procedure.
6.
To enhance the control of expenditure, the Corporation has set up
the Project Control Group (“PCG”) as a gate keeper, to scrutinise the
assessments of variations and claims arising from consultancies and
works contracts under the SCL project. Representatives from the
Railways Development Office of Highways Department are invited to
attend the PCG meetings.
7.
Where the progress of works has been delayed, the Corporation
would consider implementing delay recovery measures as
appropriate. The proposals of delay recovery measures including the cost
and benefits implications are required to be reviewed and approved by
PCG.
Latest estimate of Cost to Complete (“CTC”)
8.
On 5 December 2017, the Corporation announced that the detailed
review of the estimated CTC for the main construction works of SCL has
completed. Taking into account a number of factors, and based on the
revised programme to complete the “Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section’ and
“Hung Hom to Admiralty Section” in mid-2019 and 2021 respectively,
the Corporation has increased the latest estimate of the entrustment cost
of the main works by $16.5 billion from $70.8 billion to $87.3 billion.
The latest estimate and supplementary information were submitted to the
Government for its review, while the Corporation will provide any further
information required.
Works progress
Overall progress
9.
As at 31 March 2018, the overall works for SCL were 84%
complete compared to the planned completion rate of 87% against the
original project completion target in 2018 for Tai Wai to Hung Hom
Section and 2020 for Hung Hom to Admiralty Section respectively
2

(Please refer to Enclosure II for details). As reported before, the
construction works were affected by various factors, including the
archaeological works at Sung Wong Toi Station site, late land handover
in Wan Chai North, and complicated underground conditions. With the
mitigation measures being implemented, some of the delay caused by the
above factors could be recovered.
10. With the continuous efforts of the construction team, around 96%
of the works of the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section have been completed
as at 31 March 2018, compared to the originally planned completion rate
of 98%. As at 31 March 2018, key progress include:
a. Structural works for all stations of Tai Wai to Hung Hom
Section have been substantially completed;
b. Dynamic train test has been progressively extended to the
full length between Hin Keng and Hung Hom stations in
May; and
c. Conversion process from 7-car trains to 8-car trains on the
West Rail Line (“WRL”) has been completed in May.
11.
Hung Hom to Admiralty Section was 68% complete in overall
terms as at 31 March 2018, compared to the originally planned
completion rate of 73%. Key progress include:
a. All Immersed Tube Tunnel (“IMT”) units have been
successfully installed in the vicinity of Causeway Bay
Typhoon Shelter (“CBTS”) in Victoria Harbour in April;
and
b. The replacement works of new signalling system of the East
Rail Line (“EAL”) has entered into the testing stage.
Reliability test during non-service hours will start in the
second half of 2018.

3

Naming of the two railway lines
12. With the implementation of delay recovery measures, the current
completion dates for SCL Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section and Hung Hom
to Admiralty Section are in mid-2019 and 2021 respectively. To pave
way for the upcoming commissioning of the two railway lines and for
communication with the travelling public, the naming of the future Tai
Wai to Hung Hom Section and Hung Hom to Admiralty Section is now
finalised after taking into account the nature and characteristics of the
railway lines, views of the local communities as well as from the
perspective of passenger communications.
13.
Since Hung Hom to Admiralty Section is the natural extension of
EAL from Hung Hom Station across the harbour, it will continue to be
named as East Rail Line ( 東 鐵 綫 ) for consistency and ease in
communication. The Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section will connect two
existing railway lines, i.e. WRL and MOL. Hence, it will be named as
Tuen Ma Line (屯馬綫) (“TML”) to reflect the fact that it is a rail line
linking Tuen Mun with Ma On Shan areas.
Progress in different sections
14.

SCL comprises six sections according to geographical locations (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(i)

Sha Tin Section;
Wong Tai Sin Section;
Kowloon City Section;
Hung Hom Section;
Cross Harbour Section; and
Hong Kong Island Section.

Sha Tin Section (Section of railway between Tai Wai Station and
Ma Chai Hang in Wong Tai Sin)

15. Fitting out works, building services, electrical and mechanical
(“E&M”) equipment installation have been substantially completed at
Hin Keng Station. Inspection by the Fire Services Department (“FSD”)
for the fire services installations and Buildings Department to ensure
compliance with the relevant building regulations at Hin Keng Station
were completed in December 2017. Other remaining system tests and
statutory inspections are in progress. Meanwhile, the re-provisioning
works for Hin Tin Playground are in progress.
4

H
Hin Keng Station

16. The viiaduct and
d at-grade tunnel bo
ox connecting Hin K
Keng Stattion,
draainage worrks and strreet lightinng installaation near the viaduuct, as welll as
the related greening
g
works
w
havve been completed. The carrriageway and
foootpath reinnstatementt works nnear the viaduct
v
and the erecction of steel
s
fennces near the at-graade tunnell box hav
ve been su
ubstantiallly compleeted.
Reiinstatemennt works for
f Che Kuung Miu Road
R
are in progresss.

Viaduct aand at-grade tunnel box

17. For the tunnel section
s
insside Lion Rock, ov
verhead linne fixing and
&M installation worrks have bbeen comp
pleted. Th
he reinstattement off the
E&
worrks site at Hin Keng
g portal arrea of Lion
n Rock tun
nnels wass substantiially
com
mpleted while
w
the tree traansplanting
g works are in pprogress. As
preeviously reeported, because
b
oof the com
mplicated geologic al conditiions
undder the Hiin Keng portal areaa of Lion Rock,
R
the progress of tunnelling
worrks was behind
b
th
he originaal schedulle. In this regard, a numberr of
mittigation measures
m
had
h been ttaken to faacilitate th
he tunnel breakthro
ough
in N
Novemberr 2015. Th
he successsful recov
very of dellay can bee attributed to
the effectiveeness of mitigation
m
n measurees such as increasee of blasting
chaarge, re-seequencing of workss procedu
ures and adoption
a
oof alternaative
tunnnel liningg formwo
ork designn which allow paarallel acttivities to be
carrried out.
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(ii)

Wong Tai Sin Section (Seection of railway
r
between Maa Chai Han
ng
and Kaai Tak Staation)

fr
18. Duringg the firsst Tunnel Boring Machine (“TBM”)) drive from
Diaamond Hiill to Ma Chai Hanng, there has been substantiaal amount of
muud encounntered, wh
hich addittional cleeaning and maintennance of the
cuttter head of TBM and moree frequen
nt changess of disc cutters were
w
reqquired. Chhanges to the disc cutter dessign and modificattion of cu
utter
heaad and anncillary faacilities w
were adop
pted in the second drive wh
hich
recoovered soome of th
he delay aand the seecond TB
BM tunnell was bro
oken
throough in April
A
2016.. Followinng the com
mpletion of track-layying work
ks in
Maarch 2017,, overhead
d line fixinng and E&
&M installation woorks have also
a
beeen substanntially com
mpleted in these tun
nnels. Overhead linees at the trrack
sections betw
ween Hin Keng annd Kai Taak stationss have beeen energiised
sincce mid-Occtober 2017. Dynam
mic tests of trains, signallingg and variious
othher railwayy systems have com
mmenced.
tructural works
w
and architectuural build
der’s
19. At Maa Chai Haang, the str
f
(““ABWF”)) for the ventilatio
on buildinng have been
b
worrks and finishes
subbstantially completeed. Buildiing servicces installaation worrks have also
a
beeen completed and the insppection by
b FSD for the fire services
insttallations was comp
pleted in M
March 2018.

Structural works for thee ventilation bu
uilding at Ma Chai Hang

w
for F
Fung Tak
k Emergen
ncy Acces s Point att the
20. The sttructural works
W
Tai Sin Road and Sha Tin
T Pass Road
R
weree substantiially
junnction of Wong
com
mpleted annd the insp
pection byy FSD for the fire seervices insstallation was
com
mpleted inn April 2018. The sttructural works
w
for the adjaceent Wong Tai
Sinn Public Transport
T
Terminuss (“PTT”)) were su
ubstantiallyy compleeted.
Thee ABWF works, bu
uilding seervices an
nd installattion of str
treet furniture
inclluding dirrectional signage
s
aree in progrress. In vieew of the stakehold
ders’
6

conncern abouut the dessign for thhe green minibus
m
bay lanes aat the gro
ound
level pavemeent of the PTT, thee design was
w revised and thee construction
med in January
J
22018. Thee design of the gground leevel
worrks resum
entrrance/exitt on Sha Tin Pass Road waas revised
d and the construction
worrks will foollow upon
n approvaal of the deesign.

Emergency Access Point at Fung Tak

H Stationn Extensiion, the team
t
has achieved
d an
21. At Diamond Hill
he ABWF
F. E&M and build
ding
oveerall comppletion off over 700% for th
servvices worrks have been
b
substtantially completed
c
d at platfoorm level and
are progressiing well att concoursse level.
22. The pedestrian
p
subwayss connectiing the existing
e
D
Diamond Hill
ung Cheung Road were bro
oken
Staation and its extenssion undeerneath Lu
throough in November
N
2017, wiith E&M and build
ding serviices works in
fulll swing. The
T tempo
orary trafffic diversiion on Lu
ung Cheunng Road will
conntinue to facilitate
f
the
t utilityy reinstatem
ment and constructtion works of
the Emergency Vehicu
ular Accesss.

Expansion
E
worrks for Diamo
ond Hill Statio
on

23.

Modiffication wo
orks contiinue at the existing
g Diamondd Hill Station
7

in its transformation into an interchange station for the existing Kwun
Tong Line and the SCL. Pedestrian diversion is being implemented at the
existing Entrance A2 in order to extend its structure to the SCL Diamond
Hill Station. While the modification works to connect the current
Entrance B with the station extension were completed in November 2017,
the E&M and building services installation works for the new structure
are in full swing. In addition, the Corporation was entrusted to carry out
enabling works for the future development at the Diamond Hill
Comprehensive Development Area site.
24. As part of the SCL, the Government has entrusted the Corporation
with improvement works to enhance the connectivity of pedestrian
facilities in Tsz Wan Shan area to Diamond Hill Station. This includes
the provision of footbridges, covered walkways, lifts and escalators. Tsz
Wan Shan is a densely populated area and works sites are close to
residential blocks. The unexpected and complicated geological condition,
as well as complications caused by underground utilities which had
affected the original programme, have now been all overcome. All
facilities were completed and opened for public use in October 2017.
25. For the tunnels between Diamond Hill and Kai Tak stations,
trackside auxiliary and E&M installation works have been substantially
completed.
(iii)

Kowloon City Section (Section of railway between Kai Tak Station
and Ho Man Tin Station)

26. Fitting out and E&M works at Kai Tak Station have been
substantially completed while the FSD inspection on the fire services
installations was completed in February 2018. Footpaths connecting Kai
Tak Station and the public roads in the vicinity are expected to be
completed in the second half of 2018. As for the remaining sections of
public roads to be constructed by relevant government departments and
organisations, they are targeted for completion by the commissioning of
the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section.
27. As mentioned in our previous reports, the archaeological works at
Sung Wong Toi Station have caused a delay of 11 months to the original
programme of the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section. A number of delay
recovery measures in Kowloon City area have been implemented to
recover some of the delays. For example, by re-sequencing the works
procedures and adjusted the site management, the construction of station
structure and removal of TBM launching shaft were carried out in the
8

Sunng Wongg Toi Station
S
ssite areaa simultaaneously. The target
com
mmissioniing date of the T
Tai Wai to
t Hung Hom Secction is now
n
advvanced to mid-2019
m
m
proved
p
eff
ffective.
with the rrecovery measures
28. Structuural work
ks for S
Sung Won
ng Toi Station
S
inncluding the
h
beenn completeed. Structu
ural workks for the adit
launnching shhaft area have
connnecting the
t entran
nce on Naam Kok Road
R
with
h the statiion have also
a
beeen completed, whilee constructtion of thee entrances on Nam
m Kok Roaad is
in pprogress. Building
B
services
s
innstallation
n works haave commeenced in both
b
the station annd the aditt.
29. The alignment of
o the foottpaths con
nnecting Sung
S
Wonng Toi Station
n the vicinnity has been
b
confiirmed afteer discussiions
andd the public roads in
witth the releevant government ddepartmen
nts, and co
onstructioon works will
com
mmence inn the secon
nd quarterr of 2018.

Co
onstruction woorks of Sung Wong
W
Toi Stattion

30. Tracksside auxilliary and E&M installation works att the railw
way
tunnnels betw
ween Sung
g Wong T
Toi and Ho
H Man Tin
T stationns have been
b
subbstantially completed with oveerhead lin
ne energiseed.
31. Internaal structurral works at the em
mergency access shhafts on Tam
T
Kunng Road and
a Chi Kiang
K
Streeet are undeerway.
32. Inside To Kwaa Wan S
Station, E&M,
E
fitting out aand build
ding
servvices worrks at all levels
l
aree in full sw
wing. Steeel roof annd aluminium
claddding insstallation for the ffour statio
on entran
nces at Too Kwa Wan
W
Maarket, Lokk Shan Ro
oad, Kiangg Su Streeet and Ch
hi Kiang S
Street are ongoiing. Reinsstatement of waterr mains, drainage and roadds are beeing
carrried out on Ma Tau
T Wai Road in phases and
a
is exppected to
o be
com
mpleted inn the firstt half of 22019. Meanwhile, the
t sittingg out areaa on
Kow
wloon City Road has
h been reinstated
d and opeened for ppublic usee in
Maarch 2018.
9

Construction
C
w
works of To Kw
wa Wan Station

(iv))

Hung Hom
H
Secttion (Sectiion of railw
way betweeen Ho M
Man Tin
Stationn and Hun
ng Hom Sttation)

33. Under the SCL, two railw
way tunnells are bein
ng construucted north
h of
Hunng Hom Station
S
to
o connect the existiing EAL and WRL
L to form the
cross-harbouur EAL an
nd TML respectiveely. For the futurre connection
from
m Ho Maan Tin Station to H
Hung Hom
m Station, structuraal works and
tracck-laying works off the tunnnel have been
b
com
mpleted. Foor the tun
nnel
connnecting thhe existin
ng EAL too the exteension of Hung Hoom Station
n to
form
m the cross-harb
c
our EAL
L, structu
ural work
ks were substantiially
com
mpleted and tracck workks have commen
nced. Reegarding the
worrkmanshipp issue off the new
wly compleeted conn
nection joiints of No
orth
Appproach Tuunnel iden
ntified in February
y 2018, th
he Corporaation and the
conntractor have taken
n a numbber of folllow-up acctions. Pl ease referr to
Encclosure IIII for detaills.
34. With the
t complletion of aall tunnel structuress, all tempporary traaffic
mannagementt schemess along C
Chatham Road North,
N
Winnslow Sttreet
undderpass sliip road, an
nd Hong C
Chong Road slip roaad were coompleted and
re-oopened for use in mid-Decem
m
mber 2017..

Tempoorary Traffic Management
M
S
Schemes comp
pleted along Chatham
C
Roadd North,
W
Winslow
Streeet underpass sslip road and Hong
H
Chong Road
R
slip roadd
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35. Follow
wing the completion
c
n of the installatio
on works for the no
oise
n
the existing E
EAL and
d Oi Sen Path in April 20
017,
encclosures near
reinnstatemennt of Oi Sen
S Path w
walkway was comp
pleted andd opened for
pubblic use.
36. Hung Hom Station will become the
t interch
hange stat
ation of TML
T
andd the cross-harbour EAL of the SCL. To cater for the fu
future railw
way
servvices, twoo levels off new plaatforms deesignated for
f TML and the EAL
E
havve been buuilt under the existiing station
n podium. E&M woorks, build
ding
servvices and fitting ou
ut works foor the new
w platform
ms are in fu
full swing.. To
preepare for the
t future arrangem
ments, mo
odification
n works arre now beeing
carrried out in
i stages. The moddified norrthern and
d southernn concourses
havve been ree-opened in
i 2016 annd 2017 reespectivelly upon thhe completion
of tthe first tw
wo stagess of modiffications. Stage thrree modifiication wo
orks
inclluding AB
BWF worrks, buildding servicces provisions, as well as new
n
escalators annd lifts insttallations are substaantially complete.
ors at Hung
H
Hom
m Station
n is
37. Installation of lifts andd escalato
&M instaallation w
works aree in
subbstantially complette while other E&
proogress. Staatutory inspection iis expecteed to be carried
c
ouut at the new
n
stattion extennsion by the second quarrter of 2018.
2
Witth additio
onal
mannpower deployed
d
and
a workks re-sequ
uencing im
mplementeed, all wo
orks
fronnts have been
b
carried out inn full swing to pro
ogressivelyy recover the
delay from the
t origin
nal scheduule which
h arose du
ue to the complicaated
geoological coonditions under thee station podium, as well aas the lim
mited
spaace and headroom av
vailable foor constru
uction works.

E&M
M installation iin progress at Hung Hom Station

38. To faccilitate futture railwaay operatiions, the stabling
s
siidings for the
TM
ML trains are
a now under
u
consstruction at
a the form
mer Hung Hom Freight
Yarrd. Structtural work
ks, buildiing servicces workss, E&M w
works, traack11

layiing and overhead line insttallation works
w
haave been substantiially
com
mpleted annd the insp
pection byy FSD forr the fire services innstallation has
justt been com
mpleted in
n mid-Mayy 2018.

Installattion of overhead lines substtantially comp
pleted at Hung
g Hom stablingg sidings

(v)

Cross Harbourr Section (Section
n of raillway acrross Victoria
Harbouur)

39. To exttend the ex
xisting EA
AL across Victoria Harbour
H
too Hong Kong
K
w cross-h
harbour raail tunnel is being
g built unnder the SCL
S
Islaand, a new
prooject by the IMT meethod (Seee the diagrram below
w).

40. The IM
MT units were fabrricated in the ex-Sh
hek O Quuarry and the
worrks have been co
ompleted in Marcch 2017. Since thhe successful
imm
mersion annd installaation of thhe first IM
MT pre-casst unit in th
the vicinity
y of
CB
BTS in Junne 2017, all
a 11 IM
MT pre-casst units haave been pprogressiv
vely
tow
wed out too Victoriaa Harbourr for immersion and
d installattion by April
A
20118 and thhe final co
onnection works arre expecteed to be ccompleted
d in
earlly 2019.
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All 11 IMT pre-casst units have bbeen successfuully installed in
i Victoria Haarbour

41. With the
t anticip
pated com
mpletion of
o marine works in CBTS in the
second half of
o 2018, moorings
m
in CBTS will be reeinstated pprogressiv
vely.
Thee Corporaation will continue tto liaise with
w Marin
ne Departtment and the
stakkeholders to ensure that the m
mooring arrrangemen
nt is well ccoordinateed.
42. To faccilitate thee seabed rrestoration
n works after
a
the ccompletion
n of
T immerssion and installatioon works, the existting fairw
way diverssion
IMT
witthin the Victoria Harbourr which has been
n implem
mented from
fr
Novvember 20017 to the third quaarter of 2018.
(vi))

Hong Kong
K
Island Sectionn (Section
n of railwaay on Honng Kong
Island ending at Admiralty
ty Station))

43. All TBM tunn
nelling woorks from
m CBTS to Exhibbition Centre
Staation and constructi
c
ion of thee walkway
ys and track bed allong both uptracck and dow
wn-track tunnels
t
arre completted. Excav
vation of a sump piit in
the up-track tunnel is in progresss and is expected
e
to
t be com
mpleted by
y the
thirrd quarter of 2018.
44. Meanw
while, the temporarry reclaim
med land at the weestern sidee of
CB
BTS, whichh was the supportinng works site
s for thee tunnellinng works, was
releeased in February
F
2018.
2
The footpath along the waterfronnt adjacen
nt to
the former Poolice Officcers’ Clubb (“POC”)) was reop
pened.
45. At thee works site of tthe formeer POC, excavatioon works for
orks
connstructing the ventillation buillding was completeed and struuctural wo
for the buildding have been com
mmenced. Foundatiion workss of the POC
P
wass completed in Febrruary 201 8 and the subsequent bulk exxcavation and
the associateed basemeent constrruction arre targeted
d to comm
mence in the
second quarter of 2018
8.
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46. At the Tunnel Approach
A
R
Rest Gard
den near CBTS,
C
reinnstatemen
nt of
g and undeerpinning of the Caanal
the undergroound box culvert is on-going
nstatementt of the rrest area and
Roaad flyoveer has beeen compleeted. Rein
recrreational facilities is targeteed to com
mmence in
n the fourrth quarterr of
20118.

Excavation of the tunnel ventilation buuilding at the former
f
Police Officers’ Cluub works site

47. For thhe tunnel on the weestern sid
de of Exhibition Ceentre Stattion,
TBM “Athenna” has co
ompleted tthe up-tracck and dow
wn-track ttunnel borring
drivves betweeen Fenwiick Pier S treet work
ks site and
d Admiraalty Station
n in
20117. During the cou
urse of w
works, “A
Athena” haas successsfully passsed
benneath the existing
e
Tsuen
T
Wann Line tun
nnels with
hout any iimpact on the
existing trainn service. Subsequeent to the completion of TB
BM tunnelling
d
g of the T
TBM wass substantiially comppleted in late
worrks, the dismantlin
Maarch 2018.. The breaakthrough works beetween thee TBM tunnnels and the
SCL
L platform
ms at Adm
miralty Sttation are in progreess and taargeted to
o be
com
mpleted inn mid-201
18 and laate 2018 for
f the up
p track tuunnel and the
dow
wn track tuunnel resp
pectively.
orth area, constructtion workss for Exhiibition Centre
48. In Waan Chai No
t relevan
nt railwayy facilitiess are undeerway. Bullk excavation
Staation and the
is oon-going. In view of the discoovery of wartime
w
bombs in JJanuary 20
018,
stepps have been taken to ennhance wo
orks safeety for thhe contro
olled
exccavation process (Pllease referr to Enclossure IV fo
or details).
49. At thee original Sports C
Centre areea, while the projeect team has
conntinued thee use of th
he particullarised an
nd controllled excavaation with
h the
addditional prrecautionaary measuures, they have enco
ountered tthe challeenge
of tthe shallow
wer than expected bbedrock stratum
s
wh
hich mighht prolong the
exccavation programm
p
me. As a pprogramme protectiion measuure, after the
exccavation passed
p
th
hrough thhe potenttial risk zone off discoverring
14

uneexploded bombs,
b
drrill and blaast works will be caarried outt at rock laayer
to minimise the risk of prolonnged excaavation. Thoroughh and careful
t the drrill and bblast work
ks has beeen conduucted by the
assessment to
w
willl be carrieed out un
nder
Corrporation to ensuree safety, aand the works
close superviision in a prudent m
manner an
nd are exp
pected to ccommence in
h of 201
18. Diaphhragm walll construcction was completed at
the second half
orth,
the Flemingg Road siite. Due to limiteed space in Wan Chai No
mporary traaffic management sschemes are
a being implemen
i
nted in phaases
tem
in W
Wan Chai North to create worrks areas for
f the abo
ovementiooned work
ks.

Temporary trraffic manageement schemess are being im
mplemented in phases in Waan Chai North
h

l
metaal object found on the seabeed within the
50. Regardding the large
D
ent Phase II (“WD
DII”)
recllamation area undeer the Waan Chai Developme
prooject, the reclaimed
d land w
was plann
ned to bee handed over to the
conntractor off SCL at the
t end off Decembeer 2016. As
A the disccovery off the
mettal objectt has affeccted the pprogress of
o reclamation worrks there, the
Civvil Engineering and Developm
ment Depaartment haanded oveer the relev
vant
sitee by phasees in Januaary, Februuary and Ju
uly 2017, with the hhandover date
d
of ppart of thee works areas deferrred by seven monthss.
51. As preeviously reported, the delay
yed hando
over of ccritical wo
orks
areaas and thee need to allow flexxibility forr the conv
vention faacilities ab
bove
Exhhibition Centre
C
Staation has generated
d a delay of six m
months in the
com
mpletion of
o Exhibitiion Centree Station and
a will bring
b
the ccompletion
n of
the Hung Hoom to Adm
miralty Secction to 20
021.
52. Apart from thesse, the hanndover daate of a paarcel of laand under the
DII projecct near Fen
nwick Pieer Street has
h also been deferr
rred for ab
bout
WD
fouur to six months. The sitees concern
ned weree handed over to the
Corrporation in phasess up to M
March 2017
7 for the purpose oof interfaccing
worrks at the West App
proach Tuunnel of Exhibition Centre Sttation, as well
w
as tthe tunnellling works to Admiiralty Statiion.
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53. As preeviously reeported, a 40 meterrs long pip
pe pile waas left on site
unddergroundd within th
he parcel of land, which is in close proximity
y to
othher existing perm
manent fooundation structurees. In aaddition, the
connstruction of the laast sectionn of a diaaphragm wall
w coffeerdam at this
location whiich had been
b
entruusted to WDII
W
wass not com
mpleted. As
A a
resuult of theese uncom
mpleted w orks, the Corporatiion and itts Contractor
havve to oveercome th
hese enginneering challenges
c
, which also entaailed
addditional coonstruction
n cost andd a furtherr delay of three monnths on top
p of
the previouslly reported
d six montths’ delay
y.
54. After gaining access too the abo
ove-mentioned worrks site, the
Corrporation has carriied out gground inv
vestigation works and detaailed
studdy on the construction methood. As rem
medial measures, grrouting wo
orks
werre carriedd out in the
t vicinitty of the abandoneed pile too replace the
plannned diapphragm waall, and fuurther add
ditional strrengtheninng works will
be required at a latter stage. Excavattion work
ks for thhe area have
h
mmenced.
com
55. A 900-metre ov
verrun tunnnel will be extended southwaards from the
L platform
m at Adm
miralty Staation for future traain regulaation. A 2002
SCL
mettre-long section of this overrrun tunnell has been
n completeed by the SIL
(Eaast) projecct in 2015.. The rem
maining 700
0-metre-lo
ong sectioon of the SCL
S
oveerrun tunnnel extendiing from H
Hong Kon
ng Park was
w then coonstructed
d by
drilll and blasst, and waas completted in Jun
ne 2017. Tunnel
T
liniing workss for
the overrun tunnel weere completed in mid-March
m
2018 andd the internal
well as E&
&M
struucture worrks for drriver walkkway and overhead slab, as w
andd building services works
w
willl continuee.

Tunnel
T
lining w
works for the overrun tunnel
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56. Internaal structu
ural workks, archittectural finishes
f
aand build
ding
servvices insttallation works
w
forr the exteended Adm
miralty S
Station aree in
proogress. Thhe relocattion of Ennvironmen
ntal Contrrol System
m plant ro
oom
andd associateed E&M facilities were com
mpleted in
n Decembber 2017, and
the existing plant
p
room
m in the staation will be disman
ntled.

NE
EW TRAIINS
EAL to Hong
H
57. To faccilitate thee future opperation of the extension of E
o new traains are beeing deliv
vered to H
Hong Kong
g in
Konng Island,, 37 sets of
batcches. Strinngent testiing and coommission
ning for th
he delivere
red new traains
are underwayy at Ho Tu
ung Lau D
Depot, whiile some of
o them arre temporaarily
stabbled at Sha
S
Tin Freight
F
T
Terminal. Dynamicc testing has been
n in
proogress at the
t existin
ng EAL dduring non
n-service hours sincce Decem
mber
20115. New trrains are equipped
e
w
with new features
f
in
ncluding ddynamic ro
oute
mapp and ganngway end
d display system. The
T locatio
ons of thee doors off the
new
w trains are
a also im
mproved bby being evenly sp
paced alonng the traains,
brinnging morre conveniience to paassengers when alig
ghting andd boarding
g.

Dynamic teest of new trainns on the EAL
L during non-sservice hours

h
17 sets of new
n
trains for TM
ML are beeing
58. On thhe other hand,
ng in batcches. Strin
ngent testing and coommission
ning
deliivered to Hong Kon
for the delivvered new trains aree underwaay at Pat Heung D
Depot and Tai
D
test of thee trains iss underwaay at the eexisting WRL
W
Waai Depot. Dynamic
andd MOL, as
a well ass the secttion between Hin Keng
K
andd Hung Hom
H
stattions proggressively upon the eenergisatio
on of the overhead
o
llines.

SER
RVICE ENHANC
E
CEMENT BY TRA
AIN CONV
VERSION
N
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59. Apart from the procurem
ment of neew trains,, some off the existing
traiin compaartments on
o MOL,, WRL and
a
EAL are alsoo undergo
oing
modificationn and reconfiguratioon, togetheer with the newly pprocured train
cars to form the converted 8-carr trains forr the TML
L. The full fleet of 15 4car MOL traains have already
a
beeen upgraaded to 8-ccar trains in Decem
mber
o the MOL has bbeen doub
bled.
20117 and thee overall carrying capacity on
Thee conversiion of 7-caar WRL trrains to 8--car trainss has also bbeen recently
beeen completed in May
y 2018.

WR
RL is served bby 8-car trainss since May 2018

IM
MPROVEM
MENT WORKS
W
F
FOR THE OPERAT
TING RA
AILWAY
Y
FA
ACILITIE
ES
60. The reetrofitting works of a total of 720 pairs of Autom
matic Platfo
form
Gatte (“APG””) at all 9 MOL staations werre completted in Deccember 20
017,
whiich is a yeear ahead of
o the origginal plan..

Retrofittting works off APGs at MO
OL stations completed

The retrofitting
r
g of APG
Gs will alsso be carrried out ffor the EA
AL.
61.
Beffore the coommencem
ment of thhe retrofittting works, platform
ms have to
o be
streengthenedd in advance and eqquipment rooms
r
for the relevaant signalling
system and facilities
f
have
h
to be constructeed. To avo
oid interruupting norrmal
traiin servicess, most off the workks can onlly be carrried out ovvernight after
a
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norrmal traiin servicce hours.. Platforrm streng
gthening works and
connstruction of equipm
ment room
ms for thee signallin
ng and coommunication
systems alonng the EA
AL have bbeen substtantially completed
c
d. Subsequ
uent
worrks includding floor tiling andd defect rectification
n are undeerway. On
n the
othher hand, the
t locatio
ons of thee doors off the existing trains and the new
n
traiins are diffferent. In
I order tto make th
he APGs along thee EAL maatch
witth the new
w location
ns of thee train do
oors, the retrofitting
r
g works will
com
mmence affter the EA
AL is entirrely operaated by new
w trains.
As reggards the replaceme
r
ent of 12-ccar trains with
w 9-carr trains on
n the
62.
AL, in view
w of passsengers’ cconcern on
o the carrying cappacity of new
n
EA
traiins, the new traiins will be prog
gressively launcheed upon the
com
mmissioniing of Taii Wai to Hung Ho
om Section which w
will geneerate
divversion eff
ffect. Hence, the innstallation
n program
mme of A
APGs willl be
aliggned accoordingly. To
T facilitaate the futture operaation of neew trains and
APGs, the existing
e
siignalling system off the EAL
L has to bbe upgrad
ded.
Pleease refer to
t Enclosu
ure V for ddetails.

Testing
T
of signnalling system
m along the exiisting EAL

ST
TAKEHO
OLDER COMMUN
NICATIO
ON AND ENGAGE
E
EMENT
o the SCL works ssites are in urban areas
a
and cclose to lo
ocal
63. Most of
mmunitiess. We attaach great importancce to closse commuunication and
com
enggagement with the local com
mmunities and relevant stakkeholders, in
ordder to keepp them infformed off the work
ks progresss and to llisten to their
view
ws. Aparrt from th
he regularr progresss updates to the S
Subcommiittee
mem
mbers andd respectiive Districct Councils, Comm
munity Liaaison Grou
ups,
whiich have been
b
set up
u across districts is
i another major coommunication
chaannel withh the local communiities wherre regular updates abbout SCL
L are
proovided. Neewsletters,, leaflets aand notices about th
he works aare distribu
uted
to tthe local communit
c
ties, and ddedicated MTR and
d Contracttors’ Hotliines
are availablee for hand
dling enqquiries and
d complaints in reelating to the
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project. The SCL Information Centre in To Kwa Wan has also handled
over 1,200 enquiries since October 2012.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
64.
As at 31 March 2018, about 5,796 construction workers and
technical / professional staff members are employed for the SCL project.
Labour shortage continues to pose challenges to the project – the project
is short of around 799 construction workers. To attract new blood to join
the construction industry, the Corporation has initiated the “SCL
Contractors Cooperative Training Scheme” in 2012. Under the Scheme,
all SCL civil works contracts require contractors to recruit a specified
amount of trainees. Training and internship programmes are provided to
the trainees by the contractors of SCL and the Construction Industry
Council. After passing relevant trade tests, the graduates would be
offered a minimum 12-month employment contracts on the SCL. So far,
the scheme has provided training to 759 trainees with 497 having
completed the trade test and continuing their careers in the field.

CONCLUSION
65.

Members are invited to note the above information.

MTR Corporation Limited
May 2018
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Enclosure I

Expenditure report as at 31 March 2018
Table 1 – Situation of expenditure

Awarded
contract sum
for the
contracts

Cumulative
expenditure of
awarded
contracts

Estimated
amount of
unresolved
claims*

（$ million）

（$ million）

（$ million）

Civil works

43,758.2

41,261.9

1,472.6

E&M works

13,901.8

5,224.7

913.0

57,660.0

46,486.6

2,385.6

Total

* The estimated amount of unresolved claim: Amount claimed

($3,225.5 million) – Interim award ($839.9 million) = $2,385.6
million (See Table 2)
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Enclosure I

Table 2 – Situation of substantiated claims

Claims resolved

Number

Claims unresolved

Amount
claimed

Amount
awarded

（$ million）

($ million)

Number

Amount
claimed

Interim
award

($ million)

($ million)

Civil works

263

2,892.1

1,742.7

435

2,181.1

708.5

E&M works

9*

0

0

125

1,044.4

131.4

272

2,892.1

1,742.7

560

3,225.5

839.9

Total

* The claims only involved extension of time without cost implication.

1.
The Government and the Corporation conducted risk
assessment at the planning and budgeting stages of the project to
minimise claims arising from the works. Nevertheless, there were
often unforeseeable situations in the course of works. For instance,
the foundation or excavation works might come across a larger
amount of or more complicated obstructions than expected. As this
would add difficulties to the works, the contractors might have to
use more machines or switch to other machines that were more
suitable and employ more staff to cope with these situations. The
contractors would submit claims in accordance with the contract
terms to cover the additional expenditures. Upon receipt of claims
from contractors, the corporation would examine such claims and
assess the amount concerned based on the relevant contract terms,
justifications, documents, records, etc.
2.
As at 31 March 2018, the Corporation received 832
substantiated claims and the amount claimed in total was about
$6,117.6 million, representing 10.6% of the awarded contract sum
for the contracts. The Corporation has been discussing the details
of the claims with the contractors concerned, and would thoroughly
assess the amount claimed. The Corporation would process each
claim in a prudent manner, and the contractors would have to
provide sufficient justifications and information. As at 31 March
2018, 272 cases were resolved and about $1,742.7 million was
22

awarded, representing about 3.02% of the awarded contract sum
for the contracts. Having regard to the needs of individual works
and progress of the relevant assessment and discussion, interim
award amounting to about $839.9 million was made for some cases.
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Enclosure II

Overall works progress of the SCL as at 31 March 2018

Overall works completed：84%
Percentage completed as originally planned (1): 87%
(A) Cumulative progress of 27(2) major civil contracts awarded：
Contract
No.
1101

Contract Name
Modification of Ma On Shan Line

Percentage
completed
100%

1102

Hin Keng Station and Approach Structures

100%

1103

Hin Keng to Diamond Hill Tunnels and Fung Tak
Public Transport Interchange

100%

1106

Diamond Hill Station Extension

96%

1107

Diamond Hill to Kai Tak Tunnels

100%

1108

Kai Tak Station and Associated Tunnels

100%

Kai Tak Barging Point Facilities

100%

1109

Stations and Tunnels of Sung Wong Toi and To
Kwa Wan stations

97%

1111

Hung Hom North Approach Tunnels

100%

1112

Hung Hom Station and Stabling Sidings

99%

Reprovisioning of New Territories South Animal
Management Centre and Shatin Plant Quarantine
Station

100%

1113
1114

Pedestrian Links at Tsz Wan Shan

100%

1117

Pat Heung Depot Modification Works

100%

1119

Trackwork and Overhead Line Modification
Works at Lo Wu and PHD

100%

1120

Trackwork and Overhead Line for SCL Phase 1

99%

1120B

Trackwork and Overhead Line for SCL Phase 2

29%

1121

EAL Cross Harbour Tunnels

89%

1122

Admiralty South Overrun Tunnel

79%

1108A
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1123

Exhibition Centre Station and Western Approach
Tunnel

60%

1124

Admiralty SCL Related Works

28%

1125

Police Sports and Recreation Club Enhancement
Works
Reprovisioning of Harbour Road Sports Centre
and Wan Chai Swimming Pool

100%

1128

South Ventilation Building to Admiralty Tunnels

73%

1129

SCL - Advance Works for Cross-harbour EAL

100%

11209

Platform Modification and Associated Works at
EAL

100%

11227

Advance Works for EAL Cross Harbour Tunnels

100%

1126

100%

Note:
(1) The original programme is to commission the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section and the
Hung Hom to Admiralty Section in December 2018 and December 2020 respectively.
(2) The 27 awarded major civil contracts as mentioned in Paragraph 2 of this report include
Contract 11230, which is a tenancy agreement for the Joint Site Office for Contracts
1123 and 1128. This contract is part of the project cost for Contracts 1123 and 1128. As
it involves no civil construction works, it is not included in the table above.
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(B) Cumulative progress of 30 major E&M contracts awarded：
Contract
No.
1141A

New Rolling Stock for SCL Phase 1

Percentage
completed
95%

1141B

New Rolling Stock for SCL Phase 2

56%

Rolling Stock Modification and New Train Cars
for SCL Phase 1
Signalling System for SCL Phase 1 & Signalling
System Modification for MOL and WRL

91%

Signalling System for SCL Phase 2

71%

1153

Tunnel ECS for SCL Phase 1

87%

1153B

Tunnel ECS for SCL Phase 2

34%

Platform Screen Doors for SCL Phase 1 & APG
Retrofit for MOL
Platform Screen Doors for SCL Phase 2 & APG
Retrofit for EAL
Power Supply System and Trackside Auxiliaries
for SCL Phase 1
Power Supply System and Trackside Auxiliaries
for SCL Phase 2

96%

1159

Lifts for SCL Phase 1

83%

1162

TETRA System for SCL Phases 1 & 2

91%

1151
1152
1152B

1154
1154B
1155
1155B

1162B
1163
1164
1164B
1165

Contract Name

Radio Distribution Network System for SCL
Phases 1 & 2
AFC System and SAM System for SCL Phases
1&2
Building Services for Diamond Hill Station
Building Services for SCL Hong Kong Island
Section
Building Services for Hin Keng Station, Ma
Chai Hang Ventilation Building and Fung Tak
Emergency Access

94%

30%
94%
34%

55%
51%
88%
13%(3)
98%

1166

Main Control System for SCL Phase 1

92%

1166B

Main Control System for SCL Phase 2

58%

1169

Communications System for SCL Phase 1

90%

1169B

Communications System for SCL Phase 2

19%
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1172

Escalators for SCL Phase 1

84%

Lift and Escalators for SCL Phase 2

16%

1173

Building Services for Hung Hom Station and
Hung Hom Stabling Sidings

81%

1175

Building Services for Kai Tak Station

99%

1176

Building Services for Sung Wong Toi Station
and Ancillary Building
Building Services for To Kwa Wan Station and
Ancillary Building

76%

1183

EAL Signalling System Modification

100%

1191

Floodgate System for SCL Phase 2

26%

1172B

1177

Note:
(3) E&M Contract 1164B was awarded on 14 March 2017.
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Enclosure III

SCL Hung Hom Station works site
Progress of improvement works at some tunnel connection joints
In August 2017, MTR engineering staff identified water seepage at
the newly completed concrete connection joints of the Hung Hom to
Admiralty Section tunnel during a site inspection at the Hung Hom
Station North Approach Tunnels. Whilst the Contractor was instructed to
urgently follow up and complete the remedial works, a comprehensive
investigation was conducted. This enclosure aims to brief members on the
investigation results and progress of the improvement works.
Comprehensive investigation and check
2.
The SCL Hung Hom Station North Approach Tunnels was
constructed by the cut-and-cover method. The Contractor built the lower
tunnel of the Hung Hom to Admiralty Section first, followed by the Tai
Wai to Hung Hom open section above. As construction of the tunnels
needs to follow the railway alignments to tie in with the track curvature,
connection joints between bays of reinforced concrete are pre-determined
taking works sequences into consideration. The two-metre long
connection joints are the final sections of the tunnel to be constructed.
3.
Having identified the water seepage problem since August 2017,
thorough and continued investigations have been carried out. A number
of mitigation measures including repeated polyurethane and cement
grouting were applied by the Contractor in the following months to
control the water seepage. As the seepage problem continued, detailed
inspections were carried out in February 2018, during which a portion of
the concrete on the surface of the tunnel connection joint was removed,
revealing that the workmanship of the reinforced concrete did not meet
the specifications and standards required.
4.
A comprehensive inspection to other similar concrete connection
joints at the same works site was conducted by our engineering staff.
Similar issues at two other locations were identified. Inspections extended
to other locations in the SCL tunnels, confirming that there is no similar
quality issue.
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Reinstatement works
5.
From the Corporation’s investigation, the defective workmanship
was confined to three locations in the same section of Hung Hom Station
North Approach Tunnels constructed by the same Contractor. The
Corporation immediately instructed the Contractor to carry out remedial
measures at the concerned locations, including demolishing the
reinforced concrete and the concerned connection joints, followed by full
reinstatement works. To facilitate the above improvement works, a 10metre section of tracks for the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section north of
Hung Hom Station had to be temporarily removed. The remedial works
are expected to be substantially completed in May 2018. As regards
potential claims relating to the case which involve workmanship issues,
the Corporation has informed the contractor to handle them in accordance
with the established procedures set out in the contract.
Deployment of additional manpower to step up monitoring
6.
The Corporation attaches great importance to the monitoring and
quality control of railway projects. A robust project management
framework and a set of stringent procedures for inspection, supervision
and monitoring of contractors’ works standard and safety are in place.
7.
To ensure the materials used in new railway projects meet the
specified requirements, an automated “Material Testing System” was
developed by the Corporation to handle extensive testing of concrete
cubes and reinforcement bars. All test results are automatically captured
and transferred by computers, eliminating the chance of manual
manipulation and ensuring accurate results. This proven system has been
used in a number of new railway projects, including the SCL and the
South Island Line. Besides, project teams from both the Corporation and
Contractors also stepped up their supervision on site. They enhanced their
monitoring measures on works progress, materials, works sequence and
quality control, etc.
8.
Regarding the reinstatement works, the project team has conducted
comprehensive and detailed inspection on each and every works sequence.
To ensure the quality of the remedial works, additional cross-checking
inspections by engineering staff temporarily deployed from other teams
were also introduced.
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Enhanced measures
9.
With the aim of ensuring works quality, the project team also
enhanced its coordination with the Contractor. A joint task force has been
set up to investigate the matter and keep track of the reinstatement works,
such that connection works in tunnels meet the required works quality
standard and avoid similar recurrence. In light of the incident, a
discussion forum was conducted in April 2018 for all senior construction
management team members involved in the construction works of similar
construction joints.
10. In the management aspect, more frequent meetings with the senior
management of the Contractor are also conducted. The Contractor is
required to provide more frequent updates regarding the works by its
teams and subcontractors. A toolbox experience sharing with other
contractors’ site staff to urge them to strictly meet the quality standard
has been arranged.
Conclusion
11. Our inspection regime is effective as the water seepage problem
has been identified at an early stage. Thorough follow-up measures and
timely investigation were in place to confirm the root cause of the water
seepage problem, followed by full reinstatement works. In addition,
comprehensive improvement measures are implemented, including
additional cross-checking inspections by engineering staff deployed from
other teams, setting up a joint task force with the Contractor to investigate
the matter and keep track of the reinstatement works, discussion forum
for all senior construction management team members involved in the
construction works of similar construction joints, more frequent meetings
with the senior management of the Contractor, as well as toolbox
experience sharing with other contractors’ site staff. A subsequent
thorough assessment has been conducted and the Corporation confirms
that there is no impact on the overall structural integrity and safety of the
tunnels. The incident does not affect the overall programme or cost of the
project.
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Enclosure IV

SCL Exhibition Centre Station works site
Follow-up on discoveries of wartime bombs
The Corporation understands the public’s concerns on the recent
wartime bomb discoveries. Safety is the Corporation’s top priority in
implementing all railway projects. We will never underestimate the risks
and challenges presented by underground unexploded ordnance (UXO).
2.
The possibility of discovering bombs in Wan Chai area in light of
the air bombs history on the northern shore of Hong Kong Island during
World War II has been taken into consideration before the
commencement of construction. When the excavation reached closer to
the former seabed level, where there is a potential risk of discovering
unexploded bombs, a particularised and controlled excavation method has
been adopted to allow the excavation works to be conducted in a strictly
controlled manner to uphold safety and to minimise risks. For example,
works sites are divided into smaller areas, smaller excavator plants are
used, and excavations are conducted under supervision in a gradual and
prudent manner.
3.
The adoption of such a particularised and controlled excavation
method is in accordance with the internationally recognized risk
management principle of “As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP)”
approach.
4.
Before the commencement of the excavation works at Exhibition
Centre Station (“EXC”) works sites in 2016, the Corporation has
proactively communicated with police experts to provide a specific
project briefing with the attendance of site staff from the Corporation and
Contractors. At the briefing, the police experts have provided advice on
suitable procedures in case of encountering any suspected explosive
objects, e.g. to stop work immediately, evacuate the site and summon
police attendance.
5.
The excavation works for EXC have thus been carried out in a safe
manner since the commencement of works in 2016. The effective
handling of the wartime bombs’ discoveries in January 2018 has proved
the effectiveness of the above-mentioned approach and safety measures.
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6.
Continued risk assessments are made in accordance with the
progress of the project and the actual situation. After the two wartime
bombs discoveries at the former Wan Chai Swimming Pool works site in
January, precaution measures were reviewed and further enhanced as
follows:
i.

A seasoned UXO expert from the UK was engaged from
February 2018 to review the situation and assess any further
potential risk. The expert had 17 years of experience in a
military career and has very solid international UXO disposal
experience;

ii.

Since the possibility of encountering more unexploded bombs
could not be ruled out, the UXO expert recommended to
continue the particularised and controlled excavation method,
with enhanced supervision by the UXO engineers. At each
works area, excavation is being carried out with each excavator
under the supervision of an UXO engineer. During the peak
period in March 2018, three UXO engineers were working at
three works areas simultaneously;

iii.

UXO risk zones were further reviewed by the UXO expert. The
depth of the risk layer is updated such that the excavation could
be supervised and executed in an even more prudent manner.
Metal detection was adopted, despite its limitations, at one meter
layer intervals when excavating in UXO risk zones i.e. within
the former seabed; and

iv.

Proactive communications with police experts to conduct
refresher briefing for the project team to enhance their safety
awareness.

7.
With the adoption of the above enhanced measures, excavation at
the former Wan Chai Swimming Pool works site passed through the
UXO risk zones in April 2018.
8.
Subsequently, a third wartime bomb was found on 10 May 2018 at
the construction site, which was formerly the Harbour Road Sports
Centre adjacent to the former Wan Chai Swimming Pool site. This bomb
is about 10 metres away from the previous two wartime bomb discoveries.
It was located 12 metres below ground and at the former seabed level.
The wartime bomb was discovered by the site staff during the excavation
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in accordance with the above enhanced precautionary measures, which
have been working effectively.
9.
The project team and contractor have continued the use of the
particularised and controlled excavation with the additional precautionary
measures. The excavation works of SCL along the north shore of Hong
Kong Island are expected to complete in the first quarter of 2019.
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Enclosure V

East Rail Line Signalling Replacement Works
Full Line Train Test During Non-service Hours
This enclosure aims to brief members on the progress of signalling
replacement works of the existing East Rail Line (“EAL”) and its testing
arrangements.
Background
2.
EAL has been serving Hong Kong people with over a hundred
years of history. To keep up with the times, the railway system of EAL
has been upgraded from time to time, including its electrification in 1980s.
3.
EAL signalling system, trains and platforms facilities are now
undergoing another round of major upgrading works. Despite the
complexity of the works, our aim is to maintain EAL’s normal passenger
service. To do so, these upgrading works can only be conducted during
non-service hours within the “Golden 2-hour” window, which is highly
challenging.
Signalling replacement works
4.
EAL signalling replacement works commenced in 3rd quarter of
2015. The new system adopts a more advanced system with
“Communication Based Train Control (CBTC)” technology, which
allows instant data communication among the trains and the Operations
Control Centre via radio transmission to facilitate smooth and frequent
train service. Trackside equipment of the new system are simplified and
better integrated, which could reduce routine maintenance time and
recovery time.
5.
It is expected that upon the completion of signalling replacement
works, train frequency during peak hours can increase from around 3
minutes to around 2 minutes. On the other hand, the new trains were
equipped with better noise-reduction features including use of noise
absorption materials and installation of lower side panels. Upon
commissioning of the new trains, the noise generated by the new trains is
expected to be lower than the trains in the past.
Testing of new signalling system
34

6.
To ensure the safety and reliability of the new signalling system, a
comprehensive and thorough testing process is required prior to
commissioning. Testing plan covers a wide range of railway operational
needs, safety features and service functions, including E&M systems,
radio and communication system, signal display system, air conditioning
and lighting system, as well as more accurate stopping position, correct
side for door opening and closing, correct station and in-train broadcast as
well as accurate information shown on dynamic route map and passenger
information display.
7.
Dynamic test was commenced in October 2016 and has been
conducted progressively by sections. Full line dynamic tests commenced
in March 2018. It is expected that the reliability test will be carried out in
the second half of 2018 and to complete in the first quarter of 2019. To
allow time for the daily maintenance and inspection works, it is expected
that these tests could only be carried out for two to three nights per week.
Impact on the local community
8.
As aforementioned, the tests could only be conducted during nonservice hours to avoid an impact on day time service. The Corporation
understands that testing of trains at night time may have some noise
impact on residents nearby. The Corporation will enhance the
communication with relevant District Councils and local community.
Notices will be served to residents along the EAL to provide update
information about such tests including the dates and time to the local
community. A 24-hour hotline will also be available during the testing
period for enquiries and to provide instant response. Such testing is a vital
and necessary process before the new signalling system can be put into
use. We appeal for the community’s understanding if there is some noise
impact during the interim period.
9.
The new trains were equipped with better noise-reduction features.
During the tests, mitigation measures would also be in place to minimise
the possible noise impacts as far as possible, for example, the number of
trains involved in night test will be strictly controlled.
Conclusion
10. The EAL signalling replacement works are in full swing and the
testing process will enter the final stage in the second half of 2018 and is
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expected to complete in the first quarter of 2019. Passengers can then
enjoy a more comfortable travelling environment.
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